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ABSTRACT
This report reviews and demonstrates the effects of
some of the factors which fundamentally limit the amount of
information whi~h can be deduced from spectrometer (S19l)
measurements, made from the orbital altitude of Skylab-A, of
the thermal-infrared power radiated into space from typical
surface targets. The particular significance of this spectral
region is that the power radiated at night is comparable in
intensity to that in daylight.
Calculations were made which simulate the quality of
spectrometer data that could be expected from spectral measure-
ments made in space, of the thermal-infrared radiation emitted
from typical rocks on the surface. The results indicate that
the reststrahlen structure in these spectra is not distinctive
enough to permit reliable identification of the rocks. This
conclusion is confirmed by relevant data which have already been
obtained from aircraft and spacecraft.
Examples are also presented which show the potential
significance of making thermal-infrared measurements at optimum
times, during night or day, when the temperature contrast is
greatest between the different constituents of a particular
composite target. Detailed calculations show that thermal-infrared
measurements, made by the spectrometer (S19l) from Skylab-A,
would not be impaired by radiation from a 20-kW xenon-arc
searchlight, proposed for use as a target beacon which could
be identified by an astronaut at night.
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In a direct role, the spectrometer (8191) does not
appear to be exceptionally useful for passive remote-sensing
of surface targets in the thermal-infrared spectral region,
because the spectral structure in the emissivity of these
targets is usually not distinctive enough to permit identifi-
cations to be made reliably. In an indirect role, however,
spectrometer measurements in this spectral region should be
invaluable for determination of effects due to atmospheric
absorption, and possibly for optimum selection of thermal-
infrared channels for scanner imagery on future missions.
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The capabilities of the infrared spectrometer (S19l),
for remote sensing at night or day in the thermal-infrared
region of the electromagnetic spectrum, are examined from two
points of view in this report. The first exercise involves
a review of some factors which fundamentally limit the amount
of information that can be obtained about surface targets from
passive measurements made from space in this spectral region.
The second exercise is directed to the specific question of
whether or not spectrometer measurements would be impaired by
thermal-infrared radiation from a visible searchlight beacon,
proposed for use as a target marker which could be identified
by an astronaut at night. (l)
The infrared spectrometer is sensitive to radiation
from the ultraviolet end of the visible spectrum at 0.4~m to
the near-infrared region at 2.4~m, and in the thermal infrared
region from 6.2 to l5.5~m. Thermal-infrared radiation is
absorbed by atmospheric water vapor and CO2 to an extent which
usually limits the use of this latter spectral region to the
wavelength interval from ~8 to ~13~m for reception in space
of radiation from surface targets. {2} The sensitivity of the
spectrometer extends beyond this limited wavelength interval
in order to facilitate measurements of the vertical profiles
of atmospheric temperature and water vapor density. {3} With
the exception of the ozone absorption band at ~9.6~m, there is
good transmission through the atmosphere for radiation with
wavelengths betweeR ~8 and l3~m when there are no clouds or
particulate hazes in the line-of-sight.
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The intensity of thermal-infrared radiation emitted-
from surface targets at night, in the wavelength interval from
8 to 13~m, is comparable to that in daylight. One of the two
reasons for this is that the diurnal variations of surface
temperatures on Earth are small compared to the average tempera-
ture on the Kelvin scale. The other reason is that the spectral
intensity of radiation from the sun at the orbital distance of
the Earth is negligible compared to emission from the earth in
this spectral interval. (2)
The infrared spectrometer (S191) measures the spectral
power of the radiation which it receives. The power spectrum
of radiation emitted from a body in thermal equilibrium is a
function of the temperature of the body and of the spectral
emissivity of its surface. These two variables are generally
complicated functions of the microscopic and the macroscopic
properties of the target.
The first part of this report contains a review of
some fundamental problems associated with the extraction of
values for temperature and spectral emissivity from field data.
Several detailed examples are presented which show the useful-
ness and limitations of spectral signature identification based
on reststrahlen structure in the spectral emissivities of some
rocks and minerals. Reststrahlen signatures could in principle
be used to remotely identify different types of silicate rocks.
In practice, however, the potential of this approach is seriously
curtailed due to atmospheric degradation and multiple scattering
of radiation emitted from rough and powdery surfaces. Both of
these effects are particularly serious because the reststrahlen
spectral lines are typically broad and shallow for arbitrarily
cut, unpolished crystals at room temperature.
The first section of this report also contains
several examples which show that there are often ;optimum times
during the day or night for temperature measurements via remote
sensing of the thermal-infrared radiation from composite targets.
This is due to the fact that materials with differences in thermal
properties exhibit characteristic changes in their relative
temperatures during the diurnal cycle. For example, substances
with large thermal inertia are often easier to identify after
sundown, because their temperatures remain high and result in
an increase in the intensity of their emission spectra relative
to that from cooler substances. Nevertheless, quantitative
analyses of target properties, in terms of such time-dependent
temperature information, are very difficult due to the complexity
of surface, subsurface, and atmospheric boundary conditions in
most field situations.
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This first section is concluded with a brief summary
of recent results from aircraft and spacecraft. The summary
indicates that quantitative interpretation of target properties
based on remotely sensed spectral data in the thermal-infrared
region is marginal, except possibly in special cases. Additional
aircraft flights appear to offer a relatively inexpensive way to
determine how frequently these special cases will occur in
practice, and how useful the results from them will be.
The second part of this report is addressed to a
hypothetical problem associated with a proposed scheme which
would permit the spectrometer (S191) to obtain data from selec-
tive surface targets at night. (1) Measurements at night are
desirable complements to those made in daylight, because
opportunities for target acquisition would be increased, and
because diurnal variations in the relative intensity of
emission spectra from the constituents of some targets may be
easier to detect and interpret. This problem is developed as
an educational exercise in order to provide physical insight
into some of the performance specifications for the spectro-
meter in terms of its ability to make measurements of surface
targets from space.
Target acquisition for the infrared spectrometer (S191)
is completely controlled by an astronaut who must rely on
visible light for illumination of the target. Data taken with
the spectrometer at night would generally not be useful for
identification of the radiative source, because neither the
spectrometer or its viewfinder camera record images in the
thermal-infrared spectral region.
Belz has shown that a 20-kW xenon-arc searchlight,
currently in use at the Cape Kennedy launch pads, could provide (1)
a flashing signal suitable for easy recognition by an astronaut.
Specifically, he has shown that the intensity of a recognizable
flashing signal at the altitude of Skylab A would be ~lOOO times
above the threshold of the unaided human eye, for detection of
this beacon against a background of the Earth illuminated by
the full Moon.
Information in the open literature, about the radiance
of the xenon-arc in the visible and near-infrared spectral
regions, is used to deduce an upper limit for the spectral
radiant intensity of thermal-infrared radiation in the search-
light beam. This beam intensity is compared with the spectral
sensitivity of the spectrometer for a standard 1 sec scan of a
surface target, when the measurement is made from the orbital
altitude of Skylab A. The results show that the searchlight
beam would not contaminate spectral measurements made in the
atmospheric transmission window from 8 to 13~m, because the
beam intensity at the altitude of Skylab A is less than the
noise level of the spectrometer in this spectral interval.
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2.0 REMOTE SENSING OF SURFACE TARGETS VIA DETECTION OF THERMAL-
INFRARED RADIATION WITH S19l
This chapter reviews some of the factors which funda-
mentally limit the uniqueness with which (S19l) spectrometer
measurements, made from Earth orbit in the thermal-infrared
spectral region, can be used to deduce the temperature and
spectral emissivity of surface targets. Also included is a
brief discussion of what can be infer~ed about some targets
whenever such measurements of temperature and/or spectral
emissivity are successful. These fundamental considerations
are followed by a summary of some representative field and
laboratory measurements in order to gain some perspective about
the potential usefulness of the spectrometer for remote sensing
of Earth resources from space.
Refer to Appendix A for a description of the primary
sub-systems of the spectrometer and a summary of relevant design
'f' , (4-6)specl. l.catl.ons.
2.1 Problems Associated with Unique Interpretation of
Spectrometer Data
The infrared spectrometer (S19l) measures the spectral
power of the radiation which it receives. The intensity of the
power which a perfect radiator emits at any specific wavelength
can be uniquely related to the equilibrium temperature of the
radiator by the Planck radiation function NA. (T). The emission
spectrum for an imperfect radiator is defined as the product
of the Planck function with an efficiency factor EA.' which is
known as the spectral emissivity. The temperature dependence
of the emissivity factor can usually be neglected for the range
of temperature variations on the surface of the Earth.
At any fixed temperature, the radiated power predicted
by the Planck function goes through a single maximum at a wave-
length which is inversely proportional to the temperature.
Measurements of radiated power made at wavelengths around this
maximum can be used to determine the temperature of the emitter
if spectral variations in emissivity are negligible. Temperature
measurements become more difficult when the emissivity has a
lot of spectral structure. On the other hand, this spectral
modulation of the radiated energy may contain a great deal of
information which can be utilized for identification of the
target and some of its physical properties.
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Let us now examine a mathematical expression which
summarizes the functional dependence of spectral power in the
thermal-infrared region which would be received from the Earth
by the spectrometer in space. We will only consider the spectral
interval between 8 and 13~m, and therefore the intensity of
reflected solar radiation may be neglected with respect to
thermal emission from the Earth. (2) The spectral power [P A(S,t)]j
(in units of Watts/~m), which the spectrometer would measure at
any time (t) of night or day when its field-of-view is completely
filled by a homogeneous surface target (j) at an equilibrium
temperature (T), may be represented by:
The first cluster of terms inside the curly brackets represents the
radiative flux received by the spectrometer from the surface target
when the line-of-sight makes an angle e with the surface normal.
The factor [£A (e,T,t)]. represents the spectral emissivity of
the jth target; LA(e,tf represents the atmospheric transmission;
and NA(T) is the Planck radiation function in units ofWatts-cm-2-sr-I_~m-1 The second term in the curly brackets
~A(e,t) represents the radiative contribution from atmospheric
emission. Note that when the atmospheric transmission LA is
close to unity, then Kirchhoff's law indicates that radiative
contributions from the atmosphere will be of the order of (I-LA).
Under these conditions, the radiative term ~A is usually negli-
gible with respect to the intensity of radiation from the surface
of the Earth. The factors outside the curly brackets in Equation I
represent: (a) the spectral efficiency nA(t) of the total detection
system at time (t); (b) the area A of the spectrometer collection
c
aperture; and (c) the solid angle dn of the acceptance cone of the
spectrometer.
The primary objectives of spectrometer measurements
of the spectral power PA, are to determine the target temperature
(T) and/or the spectral emissivity £A (e,T,t). The spectrometer
operator has limited control over the wavelength (A), the angle
(8), and the time (t) at which measurements are made. A change
in the value of any of these variables can in principle yield a
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new relation via Equation 1 between the measured quantities
PA(8,t) and the unknown parameters (T) and £A (8,T,t). Un-
fortunately, this set of equations cannot be solved for (T)
and £A (8,T,t) unless: (a) the emissivity and the temperature
are constant for the entire group of spectral measurements;
(b) the atmospheric transmission (T A) and radiative emission (~A)
are known; and (c) the instrument efficiency nA is known. The
significance of in-situ ground-truth information about a target
is that it can often be used to relax these constraints. For
example, Equation 1 can be solved uniquely for £A(8,T,t) if the
target temperature is known in addition to T A, ~A' and n A·
Conversely, if the emissivity of a particular target is known,
then its temperature may be determined from spectrometer data. (7)
Even in instances where ground-truth is not feasible, such as in
planetary studies, a rough estimate of the target temperature
is often sufficient to per~it differential analyses of the observed
power spectra which can be used to isolate spectral variations
due to emissivity. (8)
Note that a primary objective of 8191 measurements
will be to determine the vertical temperature profile of the
atmosphere and the vertical density profile of water vapor.
Data for such atmospheric soundings will be acquired every time
the spectrometer scans through the relatively opaque CO 2 bands
around ~15~m and the water vapor bands in the vicinity of ~6.5~m. (3)
These data should be invaluable for calculation of the atmospheric
transmission T A and radiative emission ~A' because CO2 and water
vapor, in addition to ozone and particulate-haze, are the most
important atmospheric absorbers of thermal-infrared radiation
in the wavelength interval from ~8 to ~13~m. (2)
The emissivity may also be dependent upon polarization.
Note, however, that a homogeneous target with a smooth surface
cannot emit polarized radiation in a direction normal to the
surface, because this would violate the unique symmetry of the
configuration. The possibility of polarized emission at off-nadir
angles is not indicated in Equation 1 because the spectrometer
(8191) measures only the spectral power of the received radiation.
The significance of this effective loss of information requires
further study. Unfortunately, there appears to be a scarcity of
data about the polarization of radiation. emitted from typical
Earth-resources targets in the spectral range from 8 to 13~m.
Available tables show that the polarization of thermal-infrared
radiation emitted from quiescent water, at angles smaller than
~50° from the surface normal, is less than ~6% over this
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wavelength range. (9) Wire-grid gratings have been used to
measure polarizations of thermal-infrared radiation which were
as small as 1%. (10) Further study is, however, required to
assess the feasibility and the desirability of spectral measure-
ments of the polarization of radiation received by the spectro-
meter (S191).
Unique interpretation of remotely sensed data is made
even more difficult by the fact that typical surface targets for
Earth-resources applications are seldom homogeneous as indicated
by Equation 1. Several types of objects may in general be
scattered nonuniformly in the field-of-view. Furthermore, these
objects may consist of inhomogeneously mixed substances with
nonuniform properties which generally affect the overall spectral
shape of the radiated power. The complexity of the composite
power spectrum PA, which the spectrometer would receive from atarget with (M) constituents, is represented by the following
expression: .
ML [E:A(e, Tj , t)]j NA[Tj(t)][dQ(e)]j +
j=l
(2)
Most of the symbols here are the same as those defined for use
in Equation 1. A notable exception is the factor dQ.(e). It
represents the effective solid angle which the jth c;nstituent
subtends at the spectrometer. An additional assumption in
Equation 2 is that the emissivity and temperature of the jth
constituent can be represented by the average values [E: A] 0' and, J
T. respectively. There is little hope that all of the target
J
parameters in Equation 2 could be determined solely from remote
sensing measurements. Nevertheless, spectral and spatial
measurements of the intensity of thermal-infrared radiation
emitted from a composite target can provide useful diagnostic
data when analyzed in conjunction with ground truth data, and
with supplementary measurements made in other regions of the
spectrum. Measurements should also be made at those times
during the night or day when there is maximum contrast in tempera-
ture among the constituents of the target.
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2.2 The Significance of Reststrahlen Signatures for the
Identification of Rocks and Minerals
Many rocks and minerals have emissivities with more
spectral structure in the thermal-infrared spectral region than
at shorter wavelengths. This is in direct contrast to the
spectral emissivities of vegetation and water, which exhibit
relatively little information in the form of spectral structure
in the wavelength interval from 8 to 14~m. (11)
Variations in spectral structure produced by the
interaction of thermal-infrared radiation with rocks and minerals
are referred too as reststrahlen (i.e., residual ray) phenomena.
This structure appears at characteristic wavelengths in the
form of minima in emission spectra and maxima in reflection
spectra. (12) These spectral variations are due to resonant
interactions between the radiation field and the fundamental
lattice vibrations of the functional anion groups in the crystal.
Distinct spectral structure due to reststrahlen phenomena occur
at wavelengths of: (a) ~7~m for rocks with carbonate anion
groups; (b) ~8.1~m for nitrites; (c) ~7.25~m for nitrates;
(d) ~9.5~m for phosphates; (e) ~8.85~m for sulphates; and
(£) ~9-l1 and ~18-25~m for all silicates. (13,14)
Identification of silicate materials is relevant for
study of the surface geology of the Earth because they represent
approximately 60% of the bulk volume of the surface crust. (15)
Igneous rocks are in fact classified on the basis of their
content of Si02 , which is considered to be the "acidic" oxide
in these materials. (16) For example, the Si02 content is:
(a) less than 45% for ultrabasic rocks such as dunite; (b) between
45% and 53% for basic rocks such as basalt; (c) between 53%
and 65% for intermediate rocks such as syenite; and (d) more
than 65% for "acidic" rocks such as granite. (13,16) In general,
basic rocks are rich in ferromagnetic materials, while acidic
rocks are richer in light minerals such as quartz and feldspar.
The reststrahlen bands in silicate materials are due
to fundamental vibrational frequencies of the tetrahedral Si-O
bond. (14,17) These resonant frequencies are characteristically
modified by the presence of metallic atoms at the secondary
coordinating positions in the lattice network. This effect is
illustrated by the shift in the position of the reststrahlen
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minima in the emissivity curves in Figure 1, from 'V9]Jm for "acid"
rocks to 'Vll]Jm for ultrabasic rocks. In principle, these spec-
tral signatures provide a means of distinguishing between iron
silicates (e.g., basalts) and aluminosilicates (i.e., "acid"
rocks such as granite). (14)
Unfortunately, the reststrahlen structure in the
emissivity of all rocks is degraded by surface roughness, and
is almost totally eliminated when rocks are powdered to particle
sizes with dimensions comparable to the wavelength of the emitted
radiation (i.e., 'VIO]Jm in the thermal-infrared region). (13,16)
This behavior is due to the increased amount of multiple scattering
which the emitted radiation must undergo in order to leave a
rough surface or powdered medium. Complex mathematical models
have been developed to describe this diffusion process, but
the utility of such models for quantitative analyses of field
. (18 19)data remalns unproven. '
A selection of laboratory measurements of the spectral
emissivities of several rocks and sands is contained in Figure 2.
Note the relatively severe degradation of the reststrahlen
spectra of quartz in the form of powder, sand or a rough-faced
crystal, as compared to that for a large selectively-cut crystal
with a polished face. The polished crystals obviously show the
most distinct reststrahlen structure. Unfortunately, it is
extremely unlikely that they ever occur in nature with polished
faces of optimum cleavage. In the legend of Figure 2, the
terminology Z-cut refers to a crystalline face cut perpendicularly
to the optic axis, whereas X-cut refers to a face cut parallel
to the optic axis and perpendicularly to one of the two-fold
axes of symmetry. (20)
The spectral emissivity data in Figure 2 were obtained
from measurements made in a laboratory by Lyon. (13) The samples
were small and they were heated a few hundred degrees above
room temperature in order to overcome the background of thermal
emission from the spectrometer used to make the measurements.
Lyon states in his report that there are calibration errors in
the magnitudes of his spectral measurements with powdered samples.
This statement is based on his conviction that there were un-
doubtedly temperature gradients in the heated powders. (13) It
is therefore of interest to compare his results with the reflect-
ance measurements by Hovis et al., because these latter measurements
required minimum heating of the specimens. (16) For an opaque
medium, the total reflectance coefficient PA and the spectral
absorptance coefficient a A are related by the equation,
- 10 -
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(3)
This equation is merely a statement of conservation of energy
for radiation falling on a medium with zero transmittance. For
a medium in temperature equilibrium, Kirchhoff's law states that
the spectral absorptance a A is equal to the emissivity sA' andtherefore,
(4 )
The emissivity sA is generally a function of the angle of
emittance. Similarly, the reflectance PA is generally depend-
ent on the corresponding angle of incidence or reflectance,
with the other related angles averaged over the hemisphere.
Fortunately, both Lyon (13) and Hovis et al. (16) appear to have
made their measurements at angles near the surface normal.
When Equation 4 is used to compare their data for quartz, one
finds very good agreement in spectral shape and reasonably
quantitative agreement in magnitude. For example, the emissivity
obtained by Lyon, for quartz particles of ~lO~m diameter, con-
firms the anomalous secondary reflectance peak which Hovis et ale
observed when the particle sizes were less than ~38~m in their
quartz sample.
In Figure 3, the spectral emissivity data sA from
Figure 2 is multiplied by the Planck radiation function- NA(T)
for a temperature of T=288°K. This is the average temperature
of the surface of the Earth, and the product sANA gives the
approximate spectral intensity of radiation emitted by each of
the five entries in Figure 3. The accuracy with which the
spectrometer (S19l) could resolve these spectral variations
in intensity is indicated by the vertical error bars on the
data points for the quartz powder. The lengths of these error
bars represent + NESR (i.e., noise-equivalent-spectral-radiance)
obtained from the EREP Users Handbook. (5) The concept NESR is
explained in Appendix D.
In Figure 4, the spectra in Figure 3 are multiplied
by the atmospheric transmission LA for a vertical path between
the Earth and space. (2) Average values were used for the
vertical profiles of the primary atmospheric absorbers, and
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attenuation due to atmospheric haze was neglected. Note that
the effective sea level path length for water vapor was obtained
by integration of a representative vertical density profile for
a temperate zone in winter. (2) The effective path length in
summer is typically double that in winter. (21) The corresponding
value for the transmission in summer may therefore be roughly
estimated by squaring the value used in winter. The atmospheric
transmission tables formulated by Hudson, (21) for water vapor
and CO2 were used to obtain the spectral transmission LA for
the effective absorption path-lengths which are listed in the
caption of Figure 4. Ozone absorption was roughly estimated by
a single average value. (2,21) The spectral resolution of these
tables is equal to O.l~m. This is equal to the resolution of the
emissivity data obtained by Lyon, (13) and is also essentially
equal to the spectral resolution of the spectrometer (8191) in
this wavelength interval. (5)
Unfortunately, the inherent widths of the structure
in reststrahlen spectra do not appear to be small compared to
O.l~m. (17) For example, the full width at half minimum. of a
typical reststrahlen line in quartz was observed to be only ~0.07~m
at the extremely low temperature of ~4°K. (20) This indicates
that an increase in the spectral resolution of the spectrometer
(8191) would result primarily in increased resolution of the
fine structure of spectral lines due to atmospheric absorption
and emission. This would of course be helpful for correcting
atmospheric distortion of reststrahlen spectra, but it is
doubtful that a significant gain in the ability to identify
these relatively broad spectra would be realized.
The spectra in Figure 4 represent approximations to
the spectral distribution of radiant ,intensity which arrives at
the spectrometer in space if the field-of-view is completely
filled by only one constituent at a time. In practical situa-
tions there will generally be many types of materials simul-
taneously in the field-of-view of the spectrometer, as
indicated by Equation 2. Unfortunately, reststrahlen minima
in field rocks are typically broad and. shallow because such
rocks have rough surfaces and are often accompanied by frag-
mented sands of various sizes. Figure 5 contains a curve
which illustrates how quickly reststrahlen spectra can be
- 12 -
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washed out when the field-of-view of the spectrometer contains
several materials. Each of the five spectra ,in Figure 4 were
averaged together with equal weight to produce the composite
curve in Figure 5. The spectral information which this com-
posite curve exhibits about the target materials may be readily
estimated by comparison with the radiance curve for a perfect
emitter at the same target temperature, which also appears in
Figure 5. The lengths of the error bars on this curve represent
the change in spectral power that would be observed in space
if the temperature of a perfect emitter on the surface were
changed by an amount +loK about an average value of 288°K. The
first derivative of the Planck function aN A(T=288°K)/aT was
obtained from tables by Pivovonsky et ale (22) It is apparent
that the only reststrahlen feature which the spectrometer (S191)
could reliably detect would be the small decrease in radiance
from ~8.5 to ~9.3~m (corresponding to an effective decrease in
apparent temperature of ~2°K) compared with the radiance in
the wavelength interval from ~lO to ~12.5~m. This is due to the
relatively large amount of Si02 in the material of the composite
target which was used in this example.
The general blandness of the effects predicted in
Figures 4 and 5 is confirmed by the satellite data in Figure 6,
which compare spectra taken over deserts (i.e., Si02 ) with that
taken over water. These data were obtained on Nimbus 3 and 4
by the Michelson interferometers IRIS Band D respectively.
Note that the radiance data in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are in units
of intensity NA, plotted as a function of wavelength A with the
incremental wavelength intervals oA held constant. The data in
Figure 6a, however, are in units of intensity N , plotted as
v
a function of inverse wavelength (i.e., v=l/A) with the incre-
mental intervals in inverse wavelength (ov) held constant.
A quantitative comparison of the relative shapes of these
spectra may be made by multiplying data with units of N , by the
factor (I~~I = 1/A 2 ) in order to transform to the same ~pectral
baseline used for NA.
The data in Figures 4 through 6, indicate that rest-
strahlen spectral signatures are not very distinctive under
actual field conditions. Note, however, that if the materials
in a composite target have significantly different thermal
properties, then reststrahlen signature identification may be
more helpful if the measurements are made at those times during
the diurnal cycle when temperature contrasts among-the 'individual
target constituents are greatest. Several examples of the time
dependence of diurnal variations in the relative temperature of
materials with different thermal properties are illustrated in
the following section.
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2.3 The Significance of Temperature Measurements Made
at Selected Times of Night or Day
The temperature dependence of the spectral power
radiated from surface targets is contained in the Planck function
NA(T). As noted earlier, variations from the average surface
temperature of the Earth are usually small enough so that one
may neglect the intrinsic temperature dependence of the emissivity
factor EA. The emissivity is the correctional factor which is
multiplied with the Planck function in Equations 1 and 2 in
order to describe the spectral power emitted from non-ideal
radiators. The Planck function describes the spectral power
radiated from a perfect blackbody at an equilibrium temperature
T, and the formula for this function may be expressed as:
= (2~c52)NA(T) 1\ 1hc/AkT 1e - 2Watts/cm -ster-~m, (5)
where c is the velocity of light, A is the wavelength, and h
and k respectively represent the Planck and Boltzmann constants. (21)
The temperature of a surface target at any instant
of time is generally a complicated function of: (a) the density,
and the thermal properties of the target (i.e., conductivity and
thermal heat capacity); (b) the spectral emissivity, (which is
the efficiency factor for radiative transfer of energy to and
from the target); (c) variations in the intensity of solar radia-
tion at the target (e.g., due to cloud cover as well as seasonal
and daily changes in sun angle); and (d) thermal boundary condi-
tions which determine the conductive and convective flow of
energy between the target and its terrestrial environment. Some
of these parameters can be related to more specific characteristics
of the target such as porosity, moisture content, surface rough-
ness, etc.
The partial differential equations, which describe
the relation between heat flow and the time-dependent tempera-
ture of a body, may be readily solved when the thermal boundary
conditions are not overly pathological. Illustrations of such
. . d' . 7 (23) h . thOsolut~ons are conta~ne ~n F~gure a. T e curves ~n ~s
Figure represent predictions of diurnal variations of tempera-
tures in summer of several types of rocks found at the Mill
Creek, Oklahoma te~t site. Specifically, the rock types are:
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(a) granite, (an igneous rock with typically ~70% Si02 and~14% A1 20 3 ) (24); (b) limestone, (a sedimentary rock composed
primarily of calcium carbonate with typically ~43% CaO, ~42%
CO 2 , ~8% MgO, and ~5% Si02 ) (25); and (c) dolomite (a modified
limestone composed of magnesium and calcium carbonates [Ca, Mg
(C03)], with a relative composition by weight of typically ~22%
MgO, ~30% CaO, and ~48% CO2). (25)
The curves in Figure 7a show that the largest tempera-
ture difference between granite, limestone, and dolomite occur
during the predawn hour of 6:00 A.M. The dolomite remains
warmer than either the limestone or the granite because it has
the largest thermal inertia. (23) Under normal conditions, the
thermal contrast between materials with different thermal in-
ertia is largest at dawn. On the other hand, materials with
the same thermal inertia, but with differences in albedo, show
greatest temperature contrast during the day when they are heated
by the sun. (23)
From Figure 7a, the predicted difference in tempera-
ture between dolomite and granite is ~12°K at 6:00 A.M. If
the emissivities of these two rocks were identical, then the
ratios of the spectral intensities of radiation emitted from
them would be equal to the ratios of the Planck functions at
their respective temperatures. For example, the temperature
of the dolomite at this instance. in time is ~301oK and that of
the granite is ~289°K. The ratio of the "corresponding Planck
functions (i.e., NA(301
0 K)/N A(289°K) is equal to 1.2 for A=ll~m
and 1.25 for A=9~m. (9,22) For a target composed of both dolomite
and granite, one might therefore expect to have a better chance
of detecting reststrahlen features due to emission from the
dolomite if the measurements are made during the pre-dawn hours.
Unfortunately, the primary reststrahlen line in dolomite occurs
at 6.45~m where atmospheric absorption by water vapor is very
high. Dolomite also has a very weak reststrahlen line in its
. " 11 2 (13) . ' .em1Ss1v1ty at . O~m. Unfortunately, th1s reststrahlen d1p
is only ~l% in magnitude and the correspOnding change in the
spectral radiance at a temperature of ~300oK is'l?lightly less
than the noise level (i.e., NESP) for S19l. It is also of
interest to note that limestone, composed of pure calcite
(i.e., CaC03 ) has a strong reststrahlen minimum at 6.7~m and
a weaker dip at 11.3~m. Aragonite is an unstable form of
1 't (25) h' h 1 h 'ca C1 e w 1C a so as a strong reststrahlen d1p at 6.7~m,
but the weak secondary line occurs at 11.5~m. (13) Any attempt
to make field measurements of those reststrahlen features
which lie within the atmospheric transmission window between 8
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and 13].1In would have run into additional trouble at the Mill
Creek test site, because ~70% of the rocks there were covered
with lichens and moss. (23)
The diurnal temperature curves in Figure 7b show that
water retains heat at night much more effectively than typical
agricultural vegetation. (26) In direct contrast to this, note
that the high rate of evaporation of the excess moisture which
accumulates in fault and fracture zones makes them cooler
at dawn than the surrounding ground.
The curves in Figures 7a and 7b are obviously ideali-
zations which neglect practical problems such as: (a) the
past history of abrupt changes in the temperature of the
atmospheric interface (23) i (b) variations in moisture and in
cover due to soil and/or vegetation(27)i and (c) the inhomo-
geneity of the vegetation and/or rocks. Such factors obviously
interfere with the ultimate goal of establishing unique relation-
ships between the temperature, and the physical and environmental
characteristics of targets. In most cases, this goal cannot
be realized, even when ground-truth data are available to limit
the number of unknown parameters in the theoretical models used
to predict the temperature, as a function of values for the
physical parameters of the target. As noted in the following
section, however, thermal imagery with very broad spectral
resolution has more than proven its worth for night-time detec-
tion of thermal anomalies associated with inhomogeneities in
the physical properties of targets. (28,29) There is therefore
hope that improvements in the spectral and spatial resolution
of remote-sensing measurements, made at appropriate times during
the diurnal cycle, may yield quantitative information about some
types of heterogeneous targets.
On the other hand, the spectral intensity of thermal-
infrared emission from relatively homogeneous targets, such as
the oceans, can often be interpreted directly in terms of an
effective target temperature. This is because "ground truth"
measurements can be reliably used to correct for the effects
of emissivity. For example, calculations in a recent report
indicate that thermal-infrared measurements made in space can
be used to deduce the effective surface temperatures of the
oceans to an accuracy of ~O.15°C, if the data are taken over
specific wavelength intervals which permit effective corrections
to be made for absorption by the atmosphere. (30) But even
for this apparently simple type of target, there is no simple
relation between the effective temperature which is deduced
and the temperature profile of the upper levels of the ocean.
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The primary problem is that the penetration depth of thermal-
infrared radiation in the ocean is only ~0.01 cm(31), and this
thin film is generally not in temperature equilibrium with the
. (32)
water below it.
2.4 The Outlook for Remote Sensing with Thermal-Infrared
Radiation as Seen from the Perspective of Some Past
Results
This sub-section is introduced with a brief discussion
of some results obtained with multispectral scanners because
these instruments are essentially spatial-imaging spectrometers
with relatively poor spectral resolution. Scanner imagery with
poor spectral resolution in the thermal-infrared region has
produced some very impressive and useful information about
Earth-Resources targets. One of the primary reasons for this
is that the output data is pictorial and it may be interpreted
directly in terms of topographic "temperature and/or emissive
profiles of the actual scene.
In spite of relatively poor spectral resolution,
scanner measurements at night have clearly illustrated tempera-
ture contrasts caused by differences in the rates of the
diurnal flow of heat from materials with different thermal
properties. (28,29,33) For example, thermal-infrared imagery,
which were taken on aircraft flights over the San Andreas,
fault, gave better contrast definition of the fault at night
than in daylight. (34,35) Aircraft flights at night have also
been used to obtain thermal-infrared imagery which show promise
of expediting other types of surveys, such as: (a) identification
of different types of rocks; (23,27,36) (b) location of surface 37
salt domes which may be associated with oil deposits in deserts; ( )
and (c) study of hot springs fumaroles, and volcanoes. (38)
Meteorological satellites have also been used to
obtain scanner imagery from space in the thermal-infrared
region of the spectrum. (39) In general, however, this imagery
has had relatively poor spatial resolution, because the primary
objective of these satellites was to survey the atmosphere over
large areas of the globe. Reliable interpretation of surface
imagery obtained from most meterological satellites is there-
fore limited to regions with uniform emissivity over large areas,
such as the oceans and deserts. For example, data from the
thermal-infrared channel (IO.5-12.5~m) of the scanning radio-
meter on ITOS-I (Improved Operational TIROS Satellite-I) have
been used to produce thermal maps of the ocean with an accuracy
of ~1~C over spatial resolution elements of 7.4 km in diameter. (40)
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The capabilities of the filter wedge spectrometer
(S191), for measurements of surface targets from Skylab-A, are
similar (with the possible exception of system noise) to those
, f (41,42) h'
of two types of spectrometers flown on a~rcra t. T ~s
fact is evident from the comparisons in Table 1. The table also
contains relevant information about the two Michelson interferom-
eters, IRIS Band D, which were respectively flown on Nimbus 3
and 4. (43-45) With the exception of spatial resolution, these
instruments had flight capabilities which are comparable to
those projected for S19l aboard Skylab-A.
The data, in the first line below the entry for S19l
in Table 1, summarize the measurement capabilities of the
spectrometer flown by Hovis et al. (41) These investigators
measured spectra, over relatively homogeneous desert terrain,
from altitudes which ranged between 0.7 and 10km. The reststrahlen
dip due to Si02 was barely visible at the lowest altitude, and
was almost completely washed out at the highest altitude due
to attenuation of the upwelling radiation by atmospheric ozone
and haze. Their poor results are discouraging, "but nevertheless
consistent with conclusions based on calculations presented
earlier in this report.
The data, in the second line below the entry for
S191 in Table 1, summarize the measurement capabilities of
the spectrometer flown by Lyon et al. (42) These investigators
emphasized the importance of high spatial resolution in order
to obtain high quality spectra from rock and mineral fields.
As shown in Table 1, the time required for a complete spectral
scan by their instrurnent was 180 times faster than the scan
time of the instrument used by Hovis et al. (41) Spectral
signatures of some igneous rocks were identified by Lyon et
al. (42) at the relatively low altitude of 2.74 km, but the
information to noise ratio was marginal. These data would have
been degraded further if measurements had been made at higher
altitudes. Unfortunately, neither the paper by Lyon et al. (42)
or the one by Hovis et al. (41) specifies the sensitivity of their
instrument in terms of noise-equivalent-spectral-radiance.
The last two entries in Table 1 summarize the measure-
ment capabilities of the interferometers flown on the meteoro-
logical satellites, Nimbus 3 and 4. (43-45) Both of these papers
contain a comparison of a spectrum of the thermal-infrared
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radiance measured over the Sahara desert with a similar type
of spectrum measured over the Mediterranean Sea. The desert
sand is primarily Si02 . The emissivity data for quartz sand
in Figure 4 indicate that only a relatively flat depression in
the vicinity of ~9~m should be expected in the spectra taken
over the desert. As shown in Figure 6, what is actually
observed is that the average intensity of radiation in the
atmospheric transmission window from ~8 to ~9.3~m, is almost
uniformly reduced by ~looK below that of the intensity from
~10.3 to ~13~m, which is the transmission window on the
other side of the ozone absorption band. This effect is not
observed for spectra taken over the sea. Unfortunately, all
of the detailed spectral structure in these data appear to
be due to atmospheric effects. These results are similar to
those in the example illustrated in Figure 5.
The data which have been presented in this report
indicate that reststrahlen spectral structure offers only
marginal possibilities for remote identification of surface
rocks and minerals when their thermal-infrared emission spectra
are measured from aircraft or spacecraft. Additional test
flights on aircraft offer a highly desirable and economic way
to either confirm these reservations or to establish realistic
goals for future measurements from space. (46)
As mentioned earlier, there is no question .about the
potential importance of spectrometer (S191) measurements, made
from Sky lab A, for determination of vertical temperature pro-
files in the atmosphere and for determination of the vertical
density profiles of water vapor and ozone. (3,45) These profiles
will be invaluable for calculation of the atmospheric transmission
T A, and emission ~A which appear in Equations 1 and 2. Precise
knowledge of these two factors would also permit co.rrections
for atmospheric transmission to be made accurately, on data taken
with the multispectral camera (S190) and scanner (S192).
Spectrometer measurement with good spectral resolu-
tion are also potentially valuable for future selection of
scanner channels, whose locations and widths are to be tailored
to maximize the receipt of spectral and spatial information
about specific types of targets. The spectral characteristics
of such arrays of optimized scanner channels will generally be
time-dependent. Therefore, spectrometer measurement to determine
these spectral characteristics will generally be desirable at
night as well as in daylight. The feasibility and desirability
of making such measurements from spacecraft, should always be
tested initially from aircraft and/or balloon platforms.
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3.0 THE FEASIBILITY OF REMOTE SENSING OF SURFACE TARGETS AT
NIGHT BY S19l WHEN IT IS IN THE BEAM OF A TARGET ACQUISITION
BEACON
As previously noted in the introduction to this report,
Belz has shown that an astronaut on Skylab-A should be able to
detect with unaided vision, the radiation from a 20-kW xenon-arc
searchlight when the spacecraft is in its beam. (1) This section
contains calculations which show that the maximum possible
intensity of thermal-infrared radiation in the beam of the pro-
posed searchlight, would not be detectable by S19l from the
orbital altitude of Skylab-A at 435 km. Several relevant funda-
mentals of radiometry are also reviewed here.
3.1 The Average Spectral Intensity of Thermal-Infrared
Radiation Emitted from Typical Surface Targets
This sub-section reviews the basic radiometric procedure
for calculation of the average spectral intensity of thermal-
infrared radiation emitted from typical surface targets on Earth.
Three fundamental approximations are used to characterize these
targets. The first approximation is the assumption of an average
equilibrium surface temperature of 288°K. The second is that of
unit surface emissivity over the thermal-infrared spectral range.
With the exception of emissivity dips to ~60% at reststrahlen
bands for some minerals and rocks, this approximation is usually
valid to within ~10% for most surface targets of natural
., (11,13,16,31,33) h th' d f h ."or1g1n. T e 1r 0 t ese approx1mat10ns 1S
that the emitting surface is perfectly diffuse (i.e., Lambertian).
This is a very reasonable assumption because many ground targets
related to Earth Resources Applications have numerous unresolved
small-scale structures with random surface orientations (e.g.,
leaves, soil particles, etc.)
As noted in Appendix A, the field-of-view of the
spectrometer (S19l) is fixed at one milliradian. The diameter
of the corresponding surface resolution element is 0.435 km,
when viewed from nadir at the Skylab altitude of 435 km. Larger
surface-target areas will be subtended for off-nadir viewing
angles which do not include the horizon in the fixed field-of-
view. It is shown in Appendix B, however, that the spectral
power received from a Lambertian surface which always fills a
fixed field-of-view is independent of the viewing angle if
differences in atmospheric transmission are neglected. The
field-of-view of the spectrometer aperture is small enough so
that variations from the average angle subtended by the target
may be neglected. In this small-angle approximation, the spectral
power which the spectrometer would receive in space from the
surface of the Earth, is:
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(6)
where T A (e) is the atmospheric transmission along the path of
length R(e), which makes an angle e with the local vertical at
the target; A is the area of the acceptance aperture of the
c
spectrometer; A (e) is the area subtended by the' target at angle
s
e; and NA(288°K) represents the Planck radiation funotion in
-2 -2-1
units of Watts-em -ster -~m at a temperature of 288°K. The
function cos(0) represents the angular dependence in the intensity
of radiation emitted from a Lambertian surface at an angle 0 .from
the local vertical. (31) In Appendix B and Figure 9, it is shown
that the source area may be expressed as:
'V 2 2A (0) = 7T 8 R (e) / (4cos e)
s
where 8 is the full angular field-of-view.
(7)
The product of the last three factors in Equation 6
represents the source strength, and it is defined as the spectral
radiant intensity:
-1 -1Watts-ster -~m·. (8)
Note that the other terms from Equation 6, [i.e., T A(e) Ac /R(8)2]
are independent of the characteristics of the radiant source.
Tables of the Planck function(9) were used to calculate the
spectral radiant intensity J A(Earth) which is plotted in Figure 8.
3.2 The Spectral Radiant Intensity in the Beam of the
Searchlight
This aspect of the problem would be trivial if the
intensity of the searchliqht beam were known as a function of
divergence-angle and wavelengt~, in the thermal-infrared re-
gion of the spectrum. Unfortunately, this information does not
appear to be available in the open literature. Therefore, an
attempt was made to deduce estimates of these performance
characteristics from available information about the searchlight
parameters. The results are summarized briefly in this sub-section,
and the procedures used to obtain them are discussed at length
in Appendix C.
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The xenon-arc searchlight, which Belz(l) suggested
for use as a target beacon, is schematically drawn in Figure 10.
The xenon-arc is enclosed in a quartz envelope and it is located
at the focal point of a paraboloidal reflector. (47) This arc
radiates ~50% of the 20-kW input power to the lamp. (48-50) The
cathode hot-spot of the arc has a maximum brightness of 6,875
(47)
candles/mm2 , and in Appendix C this is shown to be equiva-
lent to a blackbody temperature of 8,070 o K. With the exception
of deviations due to pressure-broadened line structure around
0.9~m and in the ultra-violet spectral region, the average
spectral irradiance of the arc out to 2~m can be adequately
represented by a blackbody spectrum at a temperature of ~6000oK.
This is discussed in Appendix C and illustrated in Figure 11.
The source of thermal-infrared radiation in the search-
light is the quartz envelope which contains the xenon gas. The
reason is that this envelope, of ~5mm thickness, is opaque to
radiation over the wavelength range between ~4 and 50~m. (21,51,52)
As noted in Appendix C, it is difficult to estimate the steady
state temperature of this envelope, however, an upper limit is
obviously set by the softening temperature of quartz at ~1800oK. (31)
Let us now estimate the far-field intensity of the beam
from the searchlight in Figure 10. For simplicity, we assume that
the source is spherical with area (A), and that it has a Lambertian
surface with unit emissivity. Under these conditions, the spectral
radiant intensity (J A) averaged over the beam-width far from the
reflector, is approximately:
-1 -1Watts-ster -~m (9 )
where NA(T) is the Planck radiation function in units of Watts-
-2 -1-1
cm -ster -~m ; and QB and QR respectively represent the solid
angle of the beam and the solid angle subtended by the reflector
at the source. In this equation, the product (TIA) NA(T) represents
the total spectral power emitted by the source into the full
spherical solid angle; while the factor (QR/4n) represents the
fraction of this spectral power which is received by the reflector
and focused into the solid angle of the beam (QB). From Figure 10
~it follows that Q ~ 2n, and that:R,
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(10)
where (r) is the source radius; ~) is the half-angle of the
beam divergence; and the average source to reflector distance
is~. For the particular paraboliodal reflector in Figure 10,
this average distance is approximately 3/2 times the focal
length (f). Substitution of this information into Equation 9
yields the following equation for the spectral radiant intensity
of our searchlight:
-1 -1Watts-ster -~m . (11)
This result, which is based on a first-order approxi-
mation for the focal properties of a paraboloid, is a function
of the source temperature but it is independent of the source
size. It follows, therefore, that the spectral radiant intensity
in the beam is independent of the total power radiated if the
source is held at constant temperature. As noted in Appendix C,
this general conclusion is rigorously correct because the alter-
native condition would violate the second law of thermodynamics.
Appendix C also contains a pragmatic check of the quantitative
validity of Equation 11. This check was made by calculating
the visible brightness of the beam with the aid of Equation 11,
and comparing the result with the reported performance data
for the searchlight. The agreement obtained in this comparispn
was very good.
Upper limits to the spectral radiant intensity in
the beam of the 20-kW xenon-arc searchlight were calculated with
the aid of Equation 11, and the results are plotted in Figure 8.
For wavelengths less than 2~m, the data in Figure 11 indicate
that the average spectral characteristics are adequately approxi-
mated by a blackbody temperature of 6,000oK. A curve correspond-
ing to a source temperature of 8000 0 K is included in Figure 8
for comparison. The transmission through the quartz envelope
is ~93% over this wavelength range, and this small correction
was not included in Figure 8. As noted earlier, the quartz
envelope is an opaque source of radiation for wavelengths between
~4 and ~50~m. A conservative upper limit for the beam intensity
in this spectral region was obtained on the basis of two assump-
tions. One was the use of the softening temperature of quartz,
which is 1800 0 K. The other was that there were no degradations
in beam intensity due to aberrations caused by the relatively
large displacement of the source material from focal point of the
paraboloidal reflector. The procedure used to estimate the
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emissivity of the quartz over this spectral range is discussed
in Appendix C. Note that the use of the maximum value of unity
would not have affected the conclusion obtained from the final
comparison of spectral radiant intensities.
Figure 8 also contains a curve of the spectral radiant
intensity that would be produced if 20-kW of power were radiated
upward from a completely opaque lid with a Larnbertian surface
which is just big enough to cover the top of the searchlight
reflector. The temperature of this lid must be a minimum of
l700 0 K in order to radiate 20-kW from this surface area. It is
apparent from Figure 8 that the spectral radiant intensity
from such unfocused sources would be relatively weak in com-
parison with the spectral intensity of the focused searchlight
beam.
3.3 The Change in Spectral Radiant Intensity Due to a
Change in Target Temperature of NE~T
The noise-equivalent-temperature-difference (NE~T) is
defined as that change in target temperature which causes the
power received, at the input of a detection system, to change
enough to produce an rms signal voltage at the system output
which is equal to the corresponding rms noise voltage at this
particular power level. In this sub-section, the NE~T specifi-
cations for 8191(4) are used to calculate the corresponding
change in spectral radiant intensity, and this is compared with
the spectral intensity in the beam of the searchlight.
Differentiation of Equation 6 with respect to tempera-
ture produces the following equation:
apc Ac faN A(288 0 K)]
A = T A(0) R(0)2 As (0) cos0 l aT aT Watts/~m. (12)
This equation relates the change in the spectral power received
by the detector (aP~) with the corresponding change in the target
temperature (aT). The differential change in temperature (aT)
is defined as NE~T when the change in spectral power at the
collector (oP~) produces an output signal-to-noise ratio of unity.
Under these conditions, this change in spectral power at the input
is defined as the noise-equivalent-power (i.e., NEP A). The
corresponding spectral radiant intensity from the target, at the
vertical angle 0 = 0, is:
aNA (288°K)
cSJ A = As -~a=T--- cST
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This expression is evaluated (22) and plotted in Figure 8 for cST
values of O.loK and 1 0 K, because they correspond to the tentative
range of NE~T in the original specifications for 5191. (4) The
recently released data of noise-equivalent-spectral-radiance(5)
for 5191 (i.e., NE5R, which is defined in Appendix D), correspond
to a value of ~loK for NE~T from ~8 to ~13lJm. For the sake of
generality, these specifications for NE~T do not include the
correction due to degradation in atmospheric transmission. As
shown in Appendix D, this correction can be made by dividing
the uncorrected value of NE~T by the atmospheric transmission
along the path (i.e.,T A ). For a vertical path through the
atmosphere in clear weather, the correction f.actor (lIT A) is not
much larger than unity over that part of the spectral region from
~8 to ~13]Jm which excludes the ozone absorption band.
In Figure 8, note that for wavelengths greater than
~7]Jm, the spectral radiant intensity of the searchlight beam
is less than that produced by a change of O.loK in the temperature
of a surface target viewed from nadir by 5191. This means that
thermal-infrared radiation from the searchlight would, for all
practical considerations, be undetectable by 5191 from 5kylab-A,
even if the searchlight tracked the spacecraft continuously during
one complete spectral scan (i.e., ~l sec).
It is of interest to note that if the xenon-arc had no
quartz envelope, then the intensity of our searchlight beam, for
wavelengths greater than ~4]Jm, would be given by the dashed
extrapolations of the 6000 0 K data in Figure 8. The high-intensity
carbon-arc is a comparable source of radiation which can operate
at a temperature of ~6000oK in open air. Carbon arcs were in
fact used, as a standard source for high intensity searchlights,
long before the high pressure xenon-arc was developed. (54) If
our searchlight employed a carbon-arc source with no cover, then
the data in Figure 8 show that a NE~T of of ~O.loK would permit
5191 to detect the beam, in the thermal-infrared spectral in-
terval from ~7.5 to ~8.5]Jm, at the orbital altitude of 5kylab-A.
3.4 Discussion of the Final Results
The primary results of this exercise are summarized
in Figure 8. Three fundamental conditions were imposed to
simplify the formulation of the curves in this figure.
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First of all, note that the curves of spectral
radiant intensity (JA) in Figure 8 have not been multiplied by
the atmospheric transmission function LA. The generality of the
final results are not invalidated, however, because this correc-
tion is the same, at any specific viewing angle, for both the
searchlight and any surface target. Note, however, that the
noise-equivalent-spectral-radiance (i.e., NE8R) is a sensitivity
threshold which is dependent only on the properties of the
spectrometer. The noise-equivalent-temperature-difference (i.e.,
NE~T) is an artifice which is used to express this threshold in
terms of a change in target temperature. 8ince the radiance data
for NE~T in Figure 8 are for perfect atmospheric transmission,
it follows from Appendix D that if this transmission is reduced
to LA' then a change in target temperature of NE~T/LA is required
to produce a signal equal to the noise threshold of the spectrometer.
The second condition is that the area of the target
is determined by what would fill the field-of-view of 8191 in
the nadir direction from the altitude of 8kylab-A. Target areas
defined in this way become larger for off-nadir viewing angles
which do not include the horizon in the field-of-view. Neverthe-
less, as shown in Appendix B, the spectral power that would be
received by 8191 is independent of the viewing angle if the
target surface is Larnbertian. On the other hand, the spectral
power received by 8191 from the searchlight would be greater at
nadir than when it is viewed off-nadir. The relative reduction in
intensity would be equal to the square of the ratio of the
searchlight-to-detector distance for these two situations.
The third condition is that 8191 remain in the search-
light beam for one complete scan (i.e., ~l sec.). In fact,
however, a key attribute of the proposal by Belz(l) is the
relaxed restriction that the searchlight beam sweep over the
spacecraft many times during overflight of the target. The
duration of the flashing signal would be shortest when the
spacecraft is directly over the center angle of the search-
light oscillation. As a specific example, consider a search-
light oscillation of ±20° about the local vertical at a frequency
of 1 cps. The skylab would move through this arc about the
local vertical in about 44 sec. It would therefore be exposed to
~88 flashes. For a full beamwidth of 2°, the flash duration
directly over local vertical at the 8kylab altitude would be about
8 millisec(l). There would be two flashes during each of the
I-sec spectral scans by 8191, and therefore the total illumination
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time during each scan with the searchlight at nadir would be ~16
millisec. At the end-points of the searchlight oscillation, the
corresponding total illumination interval during each scan would
be ~O.l sec. As noted in Appendix C, however, the full beamwidth
is ~2° only at wavelengths for which radiation from the relatively
small xenon arc can pass through the quartz envelope. This envelope
is the opaque source of radiation for wavelengths between ~4 and
~50~m, and its large size produces a full beam spread of ~27° in
this spectral region. The initial assumption of continuous illu-
mination of the spectrometer by the searchlight is therefore not
overly conservative for thermal-infrared radiation.
As stated in the introduction, a primary purpose
of this report was to determine if thermal-infrared radiation
(i.e., ~8 to ~13~m) from the Belz searchlight beacon would
contaminate radiometric measurements by S191 of surface targets
at night. The results presented here show that, in the thermal-
infrared region, S191 would receive less spectral power (at the
435 km orbital altitude of Skylab-A), from a 20-kW xenon-arc
searchlight, than from that produced/by a ~O.loK change in the
temperature of a typical surface target. Current specifications
for S191 indicate that it would not detect variations in spectral
power which are less than that caused by a ~loK change in target
temperature. (5)
As noted in the introduction, this problem is some-
what academic. In fact, the searchlight could have been mad~
acceptable as a target marker even if the calculations here had
indicated that thermal-infrared radiation in the beam would be
detectable by S191. The intensity of this radiation could be
readily reduced to an acceptable level by passing the beam
through a quartz plate, which is opaque in the thermal infrared
region of the spectrum. (54) Nevertheless, this problem has pro-
vided a useful exercise for developing physical insight about
some of the measurement capabilities of S191.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The data reviewed in this report show that the
reststrahlen spectral signatures of surface rocks and minerals
will be very difficult to identify uniquely in the thermal-
infrared spectra measured by S191 in space. Diurnal variations
in signal strength, from different types of targets, offer a
potential but unproven way of enhancing the information-to-
noise ratio in spectral measurements which are made at optimum
times of day or night. Calculations in this report show that
- 27 -
the 20-kW xenon-arc searchlight (with which Belz(l) proposed
to mark targets for night-time acquisition by the astronauts
on Skylab-A), would not contaminate measurements of surface
targets made by the spectrometer (S191) in the thermal-infrared
spectral region.
It must be emphasized that only passive measurements,
made in a very narrow region of the electromagnetic spectrum,
were considered here. The ultimate capabilities of remote-
sensing measurements made in space, for obtaining quantitative
information about surface targets, will undoubtedly rest on
the success of active as well as passive measurements made
simultaneously over wide regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Research from aircraft, and possibly from balloon platforms,
should be intensified in order to develop techniques for improving
the probability that space-based measurements of Earth-Resources
targets will become increasingly successful and useful.
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APPENDIX A
A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECTROMETER SUB-SYSTEMS
A Cassegrain optical system is located at the front
of the spectrometer to collect and focus the incident radia-
tion. (4,5,55) The focal length of the collection telescope
is 63.5 cm, and the diameter of the primary mirror is 25.4 cm.
A flat, girnbaled mirror is located in front of the primary
mirror to permit off-nadir tracking 10° aft to 45° forward
and +20° across track. The field-of-view of the spectrometer
is fixed at one milliradian. For nadir observations from the
Skylab altitude of 435 km (i.e., 235 n.mi.), the diameter of
a resolution element on the surface is 0.435 km.
An auxiliary viewfinder/tracking system permits an
astronaut to use the visual spectral region to select and
photograph targets. A pickoff mirror is located between the
tracking mirror and the primary collection mirror. This arrange-
ment permits the viewfinder telescope and camera to be boresighted
with the Cassegrain optical system of the spectrometer. The
preliminary design specifications for the viewfinder telescope
call for a maximum field-of-view of 17° + 1° at minimum magni-
fication of 2.24 + 10%. (55) Maximum magnification is not to
exceed 10 times minimum magnification. The ground resolution
at maximum magnification is to be 45.8 m(i.e., 150 ft.) for nadir
viewing from an altitude of 435 km. (55)
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Radiation from the Cassegrain optical system enters
a beam splitter which separates the relatively long wavelength
(i.e., thermal infrared) radiation from that in the visible
and near infrared spectral region. The advantage of this
separation is that subsequent stages of the detection systems
could be designed for maximum sensitivity in each spectral
region. The two beams are chopped at the beam splitter by an
optical deflection system which inserts cal.ibration sources
into the field-of-view. These reference sources are kept at
carefully controlled temperatures and they are viewed at
regular intervals to provide continuous calibration of every-
thing but the entrance optics of the spectrometer. Each of
the two beams is then focused on a small area of a filter wheel,
and the intens.ity of transmitted radiation is measured as a
function of wavelength as the wheel is rotated. These filter
wheels are essentially interference films which have been
deposited with precise azimuthal variations in thickness. (6)
An advantage of placing the chopper in front of the filter
wheels is that the transmitted radiation is frequency modulated
and can therefore be efficiently filtered from the steady back-
ground of infrared radiation emitted by the instrument. The
two filter wheels in 8191 cover the spectral intervals 0.4 to
2.4 ~m and 6.2 to 15.5 ~m, with spectral resolution of 1 to
2% in wavelength. (4,5) Note that the multispectral scanner
(8192) has only one broad spectral channel (i.e., from 10.2
to 12.5 ~m) in the thermal-infrared region. (5) By comparison,
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this single channel is resolved into ~ll wavelength intervals
by the spectrometer (S19l).
The radiation transmitted through each of the filter
wheels is focused on a solid-state detector. The amplitude of
the output signal is approximately proportional to the ins tan-
taneous power carried by the transmitted beam to the sensitive
area of the detector. The NASA Experiment Implementation Plan
recommended that the transmitted beam of thermal-infrared
radiation (i.e., 6.2 to 15.5 ~m) be monitored by a HgCdTe
detector, cooled to 77°K. (4) Several detectors (e.g., Si, GaAs,
PbSe, InAs or PbS) were considered to be acceptable for use
in the wavelength intervals from 0.4 to 2.4 ~m. (4)
The performance specification for the noise-equivalent-
temperature-difference (NE~T), which characterizes the sensitivity
of the overall spectrometer/detector system in the spec.tral
interval from 6.2 to 15.5 ~m, was originally estimated to be
NE~T ~ + O.loK (with target and background at 300 0 K and no
atmospheric considerations) . (4) Currently, however, the EREP
Users' Handbook shows that the average noise-equivalent-spectral
radiance (NESR) for S19l, over the atmospheric transmission
window from 8 to 13 ~m, is 1.5 x 10-5 watts/cm2-ster-~m. (5)
This is equivalent to a NE~T of ~lOK at a wavelength of ~lO~m
for a detector-noise-limited system which views a target, with
unit emissivity at ~288°K, through an atmosphere with perfect
transmission.
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The sensitivity of the spectrometer in the shorter
wavelength interval (i.e., 0.4 to 2.4 ~m) is expressed in
terms of noise-equivalent-reflectance-difference (NE~p),
because the intensity of solar radiation at the surface of the
Earth is much larger than thermal emission from the Earth in
this spectral region. The value quoted in the Experiment
Implementation Plan is NE~p ~ ~ 1% (for solar radiance at
Earth, and no atmospheric considerations). (4) The physical
significance of NE~T, NESR, and NE~p, and their dependence
on the spectrometer parameters and atmospheric transmission,
are discussed in Appendix D.
An electronic system amplifies the electrical signals
from the detectors and catalogs them on magnetic tape as a
function of wavelength. The spectral labels are obtained from
marker pulses which identify the orientation of each filter
wheel as a function of time. This information is then correlated
in time with the output signals from the detectors which monitor
the intensity of radiation transmitted through the wheels.
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SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIOMETRY IN THE SMALL ANGLE APPROXIMATION
In this appendix, some fundamentals of thermal radio-
metry in the small-angle approximation are summarized. This
information is then used to calculate the total spectral power
received by an instrument, with a smal11 fixed field-of-view.
It is shown that this power is independent of the viewing
angle, if the radiation is from a Lambertian surface which
always fills the field-of-view of the detector, and if differences
in atmospheric transmission are neglected.
Let us first consider the simplified problem,
depicted in Figure 9a, of calculating the power received
by the detector area (Ad) from a Lambertian radiator with
surface area (As). We also assume that the target area (A )s
is at an equilibrium temperature (T), and that it completely
fills the field-of-view of the detector. In the small-angle
approximation, the distance (R) between the detector and target
is great enough so that the finite-size of the detector and
target areas can be neglected in the ca~culation of the solid
angles which they subtend with respect to each other. In this
approximation, we can immediately write down the spectral radiant
intensity from the target:
-1 -1Watts-ster -l..lm
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where E A is the spectral emissivity, and NA(T) is the Planck
blackbody function in Watts-cm-2-ster-l-~m-l. The (cose)
factor represents the well-known angular dependence of the
intensity of radiation emitted from a Lambertian surface. (31)
The total spectral power received by the detector area (Ad)'
oriented perpendicular to the line-of-sight, is:
-1Watts-].lm , (B-2)
where T A(8) is the spectral transmission function along the
atmospheric path, and nd is the solid angle subtended by the
detector at the target. In the small angle approximation,
ster, (B-3)
Combining the results of Equation B-1 through B-3, we obtain:
A A cose
= (e) d sPA (e) E A T;\ ---R'="2-- -1Watts-].lm . (B-4)
2Note that the factor (Ascose/R ) is the solid angle (n
s
) which
the target subtends at the detector.
Let us now consider the situation depicted in
Figure 9b, of a detector in orbit above the Earth at an
altitude (h). For nadir viewing, the target area in the
fixed angular field-of-view (6) is:
2
cm (B-S)
B-3
The total power received by the detector can be obtained by
inserting this result into Equation B-4 with e = 0°:
-1Watts-J.Im . (B-6)
Now let us consider the observation of a target at
an angle (s) from nadir as in Figure 9b. The expression for
the total power received by the detector will be the same as
that in Equation B-4. The surface area (A ) can be expressed
s
in terms of the local vertical angle (e):
tV 2As (e) = 1T (Ra) /4 cose, (B-7)
where (R) is the detector-to-target distance. Insertion of
this expression into Equation B-4 will cancel the factor
(cos(e)/R2). It follows that the ratio of the power received
by the detector for nadir viewing, to that received at a viewing-
angle S, is equal to:
(B-8)
where the same target temperature emissivity was assumed for
both surface locations. If path differences in atmospheric
transmission (T A) can be neglected, then the power flux received
at the detector, (from Lambertian targets with the same
emissivity and temperature), will in fact be the same for all
viewing angles that do not include the horizon.
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APPENDIX C
PERFOR}ffiNCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 20-kW XENON SEARCHLIGHT
This Appendix is a supplement to Section 3.2. It
contains more detailed information about the published search-
light data, and about the procedures used to estimate additional
performance characteristics.
C.l Published Information
The schematic drawing in Figure 10 represents the
xenon-arc AN-TVS-3 searchlight set which Belz suggested for use
as a target beacon. (1) It is in current use at the Apo+lo launch
site at Cape Kennedy. (47) The radiation source for this search-
light is located at the focus of a paraboloidal reflector. As
shown in Figure 10, this reflector has a focal length of 17.8
em and a diameter of 76.3 em. (47) It is made of electroformed
nickel with a rhodium surface(47) which has a reflectivity of
~96% in the wavelength region of ~lO~m. (21)
The light source is a 20-kW xenon short-arc lamp
with liquid cooled electrodes. It was developed by the Duro-
Test Corp. of North Bergen, N. J. The xenon is contained in a
quartz tube which is 61 em. in length and has a spherical shaped
center which is 12.7 em in diameter. The wall thickness of the
. (48 49)quartz tube 1S ~5mm,' and the pressure of the )Enon gas
during operation is approximately 9 atmospheres. (47)
C-2
The steady state electrical power load of this xenon
lamp is 20-kW, at a nominal current of 465 amps at 43 volts dc.
The xenon-arc in this lamp radiates approximately 50% of the
this total input of electrical power. (49,50) The remaining
power is partly dissipated at the anode and cathode terminals
in amounts of ~33% and ~4% respectively, and ~13% of
the input power is lost by other mechanisms such as gas con-
vection, etc. (49,50)
At a power level of 20-kW, the searchlight is capable
of projecting a minimum peak candle power (i.e., lumens per
steradian) of 8xl0 8 with a focused beam width of ~1.50. (47)
The limiting beam specification used by Belz(l) corresponds
to a peak intensity of ~8xI08 candlepower, with a minimum luminous
intensity of ~8xI07 candlepower within a divergence angle of
The 20-kW lamp used in the AN/TVS-3 searchlight has
a reported color temperature of approximately 5500 o K. (47) It
must be assumed that only the visible part of the emission
spectra was used to deduce this effective blackbody temperature.
In general, there is relatively little spectral data about this
type of searchlight in the published literature. Fortunately,
an irradiance curve was located with spectral data out to 2~m
from a similar xenon lamp. (48) This lamp operates at a power
level of only lO-kW (i.e., 250 amps at 40 volts dc), with an
internal pressure of ~10 atmospheres. It has an arc gap of
53
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9mm, as compared to the l4mm for the 20-kW lamp in Figure 10.
In spite of these differences, the voltage gradient and the
peak arc brightness for the two lamps are similar (i.e., 8000
candles/mm2 and 6875 candles/mm2 for the 10-kW and 20-kW lamps
respectively), and therefore their emission spectra should be
at least qualititively similar. This hypothesis is more than
verified by the comparison in Figure 11 of spectral data from the
10-kW lamp with Planck radiation curves at several judiciously
chosen temperatures. Note that a blackbody temperature of
~57000K gives a very good fit to the emission data over the
spectral region corresponding to daylight (i.e., photopic)
vision. (56) This is reasonably close to the reported color
(47)
temperature of 5500 0K for the 20-kW lamp.
In Figure 11 the pressure-broadened spectral lines in
the vicinity of ~0.9~m deivate significantly from the Planck
radiation curves corresponding to an equilibrium temperature
of ~6000oK. Similar spectral deviations might exist in the
thermal-infrared region in the vicinity of 10~m. Fortunately,
this possibility can be ignored for this problem because the
quartz envelope is opaque to infrared radiation between the
wavelengths of ~4 and ~50~m. (51,52) The heated quartz is there-
fore the primary source of thermal-infrared radiation for the
searchlight. We will assume that any line-structure, due to
radiative transitions in the quartz, will be severely broadened
(i.e., with no spectral deviations in intensity which are
C-4
significantly larger than that predicted by the Planck function),
as long as the quartz remains solid.
C.2 Deduction of the Thermal-Infrared Spectral Irradiance
from the Xenon Lamp
As indicated in Figure 11, there is no single equiva-
lent blackbody temperature which can be used to characterize all
aspects of the spectrum from a high-pressure xenon-arc. (53)
For the spectral regions of interest in this report, however,
the effective average temperature of the entire arc will be
assumed to be ~6000oK.
A pragmatic check on the upper limit of the effective
blackbody temperature, corresponding to the brightest part of
the arc in the visible. region, may be obtained as follows. The
peak brightness of the cathode hot-spot for the 2o-kW lamp is
reported to be 6875 candles/rom2 • The equivalent blackbody
temperature (T) which would produce this brightness can be
obtained by solving the following integral equation:
JO.70~m685 0.41 = 6,875 lumen-ster- 1-mm- 2 , (C-l)
where 685 lumens equal one watt at A=0.555~m; QA is the day-
light (i.e., photopic) efficiency of the eye, normalized to
(56) /
unity at A=O.555~m; NA(T) is the Planck blackbody function
-2 -1-1in units of Watts-rom -ster -~m ; and one candle is defined
as one lumen-ster- I . An iterative trial and error approach
was used to solve this equation for the temperature (T). Spectral55
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tables of NA(T), (22) and QA(56) were used to perform the
integration in steps of oA=O.Ol~m. Only three iterations were
needed to obtain the temperature of the hot spot as T = 8,070 o K.
As noted earlier, the quartz envelope is the effective
source of thermal-infrared radiation in the searchlight beam.
The temperature of the quartz must therefore be calculated in
order to estimate the strength of this source of radiation.
Quartz has a transmission window which extends from ~0.2 to
~4~m. (21) Transmission data and formulae in Reference 21 were
then used to calculate the per-cent tranmission (including
losses due to reflection and absorption) for a 5mm thick slab
of quartz. It was found to be 93%, and this result was rounded-
off to 90% in the following calculations. Quantitative informa-
tion on the spectral emissivity of quartz is generally not
available in the open literature, (21) and therefore the follow-
ing procedure was used to estimate this data. The total spectral
absorptance (a A) reflectance (P A), and transmittance (LA) of any
medium are related by the 'conservation-of-energy' constraint;
(C-2)
It is not immediately obvious that the usual form of Kirchhoff's
law can be used here (i.e., that the emissivity (E A) can be
substituted for the absorptance (a A) in Equation C-2), because the
quartz envelope is a partially transparent reflecting body. Rigorous
calculations have shown, however, that this procedure is valid
56
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here, if the transmittance (T A) and the reflectance CPA) are
redefined to include all the effects of multiple scattering inside
the quartz. (57) Equation C-2 may therefore be used to determine
. (51 52)
(E A) from publ~shed data for PA and T A• ' The average
values of (p ) which were used in this equation are summarizedA
in the legend in Figure 8. Note that the high temperature
of the quartz will undoubtedly wash out the broad minima due
to reststrahlen phenomena. But the curves in Figure 8 show that
our final conclusions would remain unchanged, even if the
emissivity of the quartz were unity throughout the entire
thermal-infrared spectral region.
Now let us consider the primary source of heat to the
quartz envelope. First of all, note that the spectral range
between 0.2 and 4~m contains approximately 99% of the total
energy radiated from a blackbody at a temperature of 6000 o K.
As noted in the previous section, the 20-kW lamp radiates ~50%
of the total input power. It therefore follows that ~l-kW is
absorbed as the radiation from the arc passes though the quartz.
Conduction should serve as a heat sink and not a source of heat
for the quartz, because the liquid cooled electrodes are kept
at a temperature of 450°C.(48) Convection by the xenon-gas
is, however, a source of heat to the quartz. Nevertheless,
as a first order solution to this problem, both conductive and
convective modes of heat-transfer from and to the quartz will
be neglected. Let us therefore estimate the approximate temperature
This temperature can be obtained by solving the
of the quartz by assuming that it is a sphere which radiates l-kW
~;7
of power.
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following integral equation:
Watts, C-3
which is set by the softening temperature of quartz.
where NA(T) is the Planck blackbody function in units of
-2 -1-1Watts-em -ster -~m , and sA is the spectral emissivity. The
total radiating surface area is denoted by (A), and TI is the
average hemispherical solid angle for each surface element of
a Lambertian emitter. The tables in Reference 22 were used to
solve this equation for the temperature (T). After three trial-
and-error iterations, the approximate solution was found to be
T ~ l430 oK. If Equation C-3 is solved with the emissivity set
equal to unity, then the solution is T = l080 oK.
The value used for the power radiated by the quartz in
Equation C-3 (i.e., l-kW) is based on a very crude approximation.
Therefore the final radiance calculations were made with a very
conservative upper limit for the temperature (i.e., T = l80QoK),
(31 )
Verification of the Searchlight Intensity Equation
In Section 3.2, it was shown that the spectral radiant
intensity in the searchlight beam is given by Equation 11,
which is:
-1 -1Watts-ster -~m
"'~8~
(C-4)
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where (f) is the focal length of the reflector and NA(T) is
the Planck blackbody function at temperature (T). We can
make a pragmatic check on whether this equation is reasonable
by using it to calculate the searchlight brightness in the
visible spectral range. The result should at least be the same
order of magnitude as the reported performance of a minimum
brightness capability of ~8xI08 candlepower in a beam width
of ~l.So. (47) In order to convert J A in Equation C-4 into
equivalent candlepower (i.e., lumens-ster- l ), we must integrate
over the visible response function of the eye, as in Equation
C-l. The result of this calculation is a brightness of 9.8xl0 8
lumens-ster- l . Over the visible spectral range, the transmission
of the quartz is ~93%, (21) and the reflectivity of the reflector
is ~80%. (47) Multiplication by these factors reduce the bright-
ness to ~7.3xI08 candlepower. This brightness, which represents
the average value over the beam solid-angle, is very close to
the reported value of minimum peak beam candle power (i.e.,
~8xI08) . (47)
The average beam divergence may be roughly approxi-
mated as follows. A spherical blackbody at a temperature of
6000 0 K must have a radius (r) of 3.3mm in order to have a
surface large enough to radiate lO-kW. From figure 10, it
follows that the half-angle (a) of the beam divergence cone
at infinity is:
~
a ~ r/9. 59 (C-S)
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where ~ is the average source to reflector distance, and is
approximately equal to 3/2 times the focal length. Evaluation
of Equation C-5 gives a value of ~0.7° for (a), with a correspond-
ing full beam width of ~1.4°. This result was obtained with the
aid of some very rough approximations and the remarkable agree-
ment with the reported beamwidth (i.e., 1.5°) is undoubtedly
somewhat fortuitous.
A particularly interesting aspect of Equation C-4
is that the beam intensity is independent of the total power
radiated by the source. Note that the temperature of a blackbody
source determines the minimum surface area required to radiate at
any given power level. For a source of area (A), this relation
is given by the Stefan - Boltzmann Law:
P = Watts (C-6)
°
where N (T) is the Planck blackbody spectrum, and the Stefan-
I,.
Boltzmann constant (cr) is equal to (5.6697 ~ 0.0029) x 10-12
Watts cm- 2 °K- 4 . (21) For a spherical source of radius (r),
Equations C-5 and C-6 give the relationships between the total
power radiated at temperature (T) and the beam divergence (a).
Increasing the power level at constant temperature merely
increases the beam divergence (a). Note that one of the con-
sequences of the Second Law of Thermodynamics(58) is that
radiation from a finite source at temperature (T) cannot be
60
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focused, with passive optics, into a region small enough to
produce an equilibrium temperature greater than (T). It follows
that Equation C-4 is consistent with this law.
APPENDIX D
SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF DETECTION SYSTEM SENSITIVITIES
In this appendix the threshold sensitivities (NE~T),
NESR, and NE~p of the spectrometer are expressed in terms
of some of the fundamental parameters of the system. Availa-
ble information concerning the values of these parameters
have been used to reconfirm the estimated value of NE~T ~ 1 0 K
which was referred to in the main text. (5)
Consider the change in spectral power aPA (8)
registered by the optical system of S-19l, due to a tempera-
ture change (aT) of a surface target at temperature (T) which
is viewed at an angle (6) from nadir. From Equation 12,
the expression for this spectral power change is:
-1Watts-lIm , (D-l)
where T A is the spectral transmission along the atmospheric
path-length R(6). The area of the instrument collection
aperture is A ; the Planck blackbody spectral function is
c
-2 -1-1NA(T) Watts-ern -ster -lIm ; and n is the efficiency of
the optical system. The solid angle which the target area
subtends at the detector is represented by:
(D-2)
In Equation D-l, it has also been assumed that the surface
emissivity of the target is unity, and that this emissivity is
independent of temperature. 62
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Let us next consider the rms noise power from a
detector, with an effective sensitive area (Ad) and a band-
width (~f). By definition, this is equal to the noise-
equivalent-power of the detector: (21,59)
(D-3)Watts,OP
n
- (Ad~f)1/2/D*
1 " d d ". " . f ( H 1/2where D* is the norma lze etectlvlty ln unlts 0 cm z
-1Watt ). This detectivity (D*) represents the detector responsivity
(in units of volts/watt) divided by the rms noise voltage,
and then normalized to remove the dependence on surface area
and bandwidth. (59) The formula represented by Equation D-3
is based on the assumption that the overall system is detector-
noise-limited. This is usually a valid assumption in the
infrared spectral region. (60) However, a completely rigorous
analysis requires detailed consideration of noise from the
pre-amplifier and amplifier signal processing systems, and
performance degradation due to the finite response time of the
system. (61)
The signal to noise ratio can now be evaluated in
terms of the results from Equations D-l and D-3: (60)
(D-4)
where n' is the efficiency factor for conversion of the
input signal from peak-to-peak to the corresponding rms value.
Note that the input signal is chopped on-and-off (i.e.,
amplitude modulated) before it is spectrally analyzed so
that calibration sources can be viewed at regular intervals. (4)
Substituting the previous results for the factors in Equation
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D-4, we obtain:
D-3
S/N (D-5)
The temperature change (oT) is defined as the noise-
equivalent-temperature-difference (NE~T) when the signal
to noise ratio is equal to unity. Therefore, it follows that:
01.] (D-6)
Alternatively, the noise-equivalent-radiance (NER) (45) may be
expressed as:
aNA (T)
NER = NE~T
aT
-2 -1-1Watts-em -ster -~m (D-7)
Also note that NER or NESR (i.e., noise-equivalent-
spectral-radiance) may be defined in terms of the detector
characteristics, via Equation D-3.
Equation D-6 may be further simplified by noting
that the following invariant relation holds for a well
designed optical system: (45)
(D-8)
where Q
s
is the solid angle which the source area (As) sub-
tends at the collector area (A
c
); and Q is the effective
solid angle for convergence of radiation onto the detector
area (Ad). The validity of this relation is easily proven
by noting the following equality for an optical system with
a fixed solid angle field-of-view (Q ), and an effective
s
focal length (f):
Q
s
= As cose/R2 = Ad/f
2
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(D-9)
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where (e) is the off-vertical viewing angle; the source to
collector distance is (R); and the effective focal length
(f) is equal to the collector to detector distance. Multipli-
cation of both sides of this last Equation by the collector
area (A ) yields Equation 0-8, where
c
ster (0-10)
Substitution of Equation 0-8 into Equation 0-6 yields:
NEL1T = (L1f)1/2/ [nn l .... , nA 1/2 aNA (T)
L 1\ 06 d 0* aT <SA] • (0-11)
Evaluation of this expression, on the basis of
information available to this author(4,5,2l) concerning the
relevant parameters for S-19l, yields a value of ~loK for
NEL1T, at a wavelength of A = 10 ~m. This is in very good
agreement with the value inferred from the noise-equivalent-
radiance curve for S-19l in Reference 5.
Note that Equation 0-1 may be generalized to include
variations in received power due to changes in the surface
reflectance of the incident flux of power from the sun. The
additional contribution to the spectral power received by the
detector is:
oP~= TA(e)~: I-Q....;;Trs~)n [t"'A(e@) A~ Qe(e@)NA(T(!»)Op(e.,e@,~@)]
(0-12)
Watts/~m,
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where the coefficients which were not defined for Equation D-I
are: (a) the atmospheric transmission T~ (8 ) along the line-
1\ 0
of-sight path between the sun and the surface target on Earth;
(b) the angle (8 ), which this solar path makes with the local
@
vertical at the Earth; (c) the solid-angle which the target
area A subtends at the sun (i.e., Q =A cos(8 )/R2}, where R
s e s 000
represents the distance between the sun and the Earth; and
(d) AP , the projected area of the sun (i.e., AP=wr 2 ), where
o 0 0
r is the solar radius. The spectral emittance of the sun is
@
represented by the Planck function N, (T ) at a temperature of
1\ @
T@ ~ 6000 o K. And finally, the differential change in surface
reflectance is represented by op (8,8 ,¢ ), which is a function
@ @
of the observation-angle 8, the sun-angle 8 , and the azimuthal
@
angle ¢ between the plane of incidence and the plane of reflec-(i)
tance. For wavelengths less than ~4 ~m, the spectral intensity
of radiation emitted from the surface of the Earth is more than
an order of magnitude less than that received at Earth from the sun. (2)
In this spectral region, the differential reflectance may be
defined as NE~p (i.e., noise-equiva~ent-reflectance-difference)
for conditions analagous to those used to define NE~T via
Equations D-I through D-6.
